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Abstract 

This thesis examined the associations between curiosity, interesting conversations with intimate 

partners, and relational boredom. I hypothesized that high (vs low) socially-curious people have 

more frequent interesting conversations and use more interest-related self-regulatory strategies 

and that this, in turn, is associated with less boredom. Two online studies were conducted with 

samples of undergraduate students in dating relationships. In Study 1 (N = 137), people high (vs 

low) in social curiosity more frequently had interesting conversations, and interesting 

conversations were associated with less boredom. In Study 2 (N = 140), people high (vs low) in 

social curiosity used more interest-related self-regulatory strategies, and these strategies were 

associated with less boredom. In Study 2, curiosity subtypes (joyous exploration and thrill-

seeking) were also associated with using interest-related self-regulatory strategies. The results 

imply that curious people have skills to create experiences with their partners, such as interesting 

dinner conversations, that strengthen their relationships. 

 Keywords: Curiosity, interest, conversations, romantic relationships, relational boredom 
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Curiosity and Interesting Conversations as Factors that Reduce Relational Boredom in 

Intimate Relationships 

A challenge in maintaining satisfying long-term romantic relationships is growing tired 

of the partner, losing growth in the relationship, and navigating relational boredom (Aron & 

Aron, 1986). One common way to promote growth in relationships is to engage in exciting 

activities with a partner (e.g., date nights) that permit a broadened perspective of the world (self-

expansion; Aron et al., 2000; Muise et al., 2019; Harasymchuk et al., 2020).  However, it is not 

always possible to coordinate these types of activities (e.g., pandemic-related restrictions) and 

couples might need to find alternative means for self-expansion (see Carswell et al., 2021 for a 

discussion). Fostering the engagement of interesting conversations between partners (e.g., over 

dinner) is one avenue for maintaining self-expansion in romantic relationships (Graham, 2008). 

Further, some people, such as those who are curious, might be better at generating interesting 

conversations (e.g., injecting humour, adding more self-disclosure). Indeed, curious people are 

better at injecting interest into conversations, at least with strangers (Kashdan et al., 2011). 

However, it is unclear whether this applies to intimate relationships and whether this is related to 

relational boredom. The goal of this thesis was to examine whether people high (vs low) in 

curiosity report lower levels of relational boredom in their romantic relationships as a function of 

better conversational strategies that promote interest. 

Curiosity 

Curiosity is a motivational drive to approach novel stimuli that can be considered as a 

state or as a trait, but is distinct from the personality trait of openness to experience. Curious 

people develop themselves through this drive to acquire new knowledge and approach novel 

experiences, and it is this drive that has made curiosity relevant in the context of relationships. In 

the literature, scholars have different theories to explain this motivational urge. Scholars have 
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constructed models that explore the momentary experience of curiosity, or state curiosity (e.g., 

optimal stimulation theory, Berlyne, 1960; information-gap model, Loewenstein, 1994) while 

other researchers have measured individual differences in curiosity under different conceptual 

frameworks (e.g., appraisal model, Silvia, 2008; interest-deprivation model, Litman & Mussel, 

2013). Theories that originally investigated state curiosity (e.g., optimal stimulation theory) 

inspired trait theorists who used similar conceptualizations of curiosity in their research (e.g., 

epistemic curiosity, Litman & Spielberger, 2003; perceptual curiosity, Collins et al., 2004). 

Despite the literature having diverse perspectives on this concept, most contemporary researchers 

define curiosity as an information-seeking behaviour with an intrinsic drive (Loewenstein, 1994; 

Gottlieb et al., 2013). 

What is State Curiosity? 

State curiosity is a momentary experience of curiosity; it is an internal, approach-oriented 

motivational state to obtain new knowledge and novel experiences that can be activated through 

bottom-up and top-down processes. For instance, curiosity from bottom-up processes relies on 

positive reinforcement for exploratory behaviour for activation. When someone hears a loud 

bang on their door at night, the spontaneous motivation to explore would be considered bottom-

up curiosity as a result of involuntary exposure to curiosity-inducing stimuli (Loewenstein, 

1994). Most people become momentarily curious when confronted with unexpected novel 

stimuli. On the other hand, curiosity from top-down processes is an intentional search for 

interesting stimuli. For example, being involved in different hobbies is the top-down process. 

(Sansone & Thoman, 2005). In other words, state curiosity can be activated through confronting 

unexpected novel stimuli as well as through creating situations that generate exposure to novel 

stimuli. 
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What is Trait Curiosity? 

Trait curiosity is defined as a predisposition to experience state curiosity in more 

circumstances, more frequently, and for longer periods of time (Day 1971). The appraisal theory 

further defines trait curiosity through the individual differences in cognitive appraisals in curious 

people. Once confronted with novel stimuli, curious people cognitively appraise it in two ways: 

Does the object hold enough growth potential (novel, complex and challenging enough)?, and 

Can the object be sufficiently understood to satisfy their curiosity? (Silvia, 2005) According to 

appraisal theory, it is the variations in these cognitive appraisals creating individual differences 

in trait curiosity (Silvia, 2008).  

Although openness to experience is a related variable, it can be considered distinct from 

trait curiosity because of curiosity’s motivational, action-oriented properties (McCrae & Sutin, 

2009). Using the five-factor personality model, openness to experience has other features on 

more general predispositions such as perceptual openness, aesthetic appreciation, and 

imaginativeness, in contrast to the cognitive-behavioural mechanisms of curiosity (Nusbaum & 

Silvia, 2011). 

Types of Trait Curiosity. Kashdan et al. (2020) classified trait curiosity into different 

subcategories: joyous exploration, deprivation sensitivity, stress tolerance, thrill seeking, and 

social curiosity. Kashdan et al. (2020) have further differentiated social curiosity in two 

subgroups: covert and overt social curiosity. Covert social curiosity emphasizes learning details 

about other people through indirect means (e.g., gossiping) while overt social curiosity is a more 

general interest in understanding the behaviour, thoughts and feelings of other people (e.g., 

asking questions; Litman & Pezzo, 2007). These facets were stable across eight months and can, 

thus, be considered a personality disposition (Kashdan, et al., 2020). It is also important to 
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distinguish social curiosity (i.e., covert or overt) as being different from the personality trait of 

extraversion; it does not describe a predisposition to socialize with others, but a motivation to 

understand people further (Kashdan et al., 2020). 

Although the stresses inherent in approaching novel stimuli could be mentally taxing, 

curious people are cognitively flexible at attaining their growth goals, and possess tolerance for 

distress from their experience in trying novel activities (Kashdan et al., 2009). In a social 

context, less curious people also regularly become exhausted from novel social gatherings and 

exchanges, but curious people believe that they can cope with the challenges around social 

interactions and are, therefore, left less mentally exhausted and even energized prior to, during, 

and after social situations (Silvia, 2005; Silvia, 2008; Thoman et al., 2011). Curious people are, 

thus, more likely to engage in novel experiences, and these experiences contribute to personal 

development and growth. 

Curiosity in the Context of Relationships 

Curious people purposely approach novel and interesting stimuli (Litman, 2005), and this 

search has made curiosity relevant in the context of relationship research. Curious people 

experience less social anxiety (Kashdan & Roberts, 2004) and better manage social rejections 

(Kawamoto et al., 2017). Curiosity has also served as a catalyst for friendship formation (Phillips 

& Evans, 2018). Other than these areas, curiosity has also been relevant in intimate relationships.  

Curious people are less likely to commit to initial beliefs and preconceptions (Kruglanski, 

et al., 1996) which results in less anxious and defensive behaviour in romantic partners 

(Kashdan, Afram, et al., 2011). People in committed relationships also describe romantic 

partners who are curious as being more interested and responsive (Burpee & Langer, 2005; 

Kashdan & Roberts, 2004), resulting in more satisfying social exchanges. Furthermore, in 
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committed relationships, curious people experience more relationship satisfaction as well as 

more sexual satisfaction (Jamea, 2020). Factors that are associated with curiosity (e.g., 

inquisitiveness, spurring inquiry and innovation) also predicted increased perceived marital 

quality (Boiman-Meshita & Littman-Vadia, 2021). Additionally, in married women, curiosity 

predicted marital satisfaction (Sahar et al., 2016). As a trait, curiosity predicts positive relational 

outcomes in committed relationships. 

The five facets of trait curiosity classified by Kashdan et al. (2020), namely,  joyous 

exploration, stress tolerance, thrill seeking, deprivation sensitivity, and social curiosity, have 

different psychological outcomes in romantic relationships. For example, the facets of joyous 

exploration and stress tolerance were strong predictors of removing one’s personal ego when 

problem-solving (Kashdan et al., 2020). Thrill seeking predicted approaching stimulation and 

hedonism in contrast to the universal appreciation of people found in overt social curiosity. 

Furthermore, people who scored high in overt social curiosity were more open-minded, more 

extraverted, more agreeable, had better interpersonal competencies and had lower levels of 

loneliness. They also were more likely to have intellectual humility, wisdom and conflict-

management skills (Kashdan et al., 2020). On the other hand, covertly socially curious people 

engaged in gossiping, spying, prying on others, as well as a predisposition to complain in the 

workplace Kashdan et al., 2020). 

In summary, curious people tend to be more satisfied in their intimate relationships and 

are associated with positive relationship outcomes. However, more research remains to be done 

on curiosity and relationship outcomes. One potential avenue for research is to examine whether 

curious people have better relationship outcomes because they are able to inject more growth in 

their relationships through having interesting conversations with their romantic partner.  
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Interesting Conversations in Intimate Relationships 

In a non-relational context, curious people have more interesting conversations and can 

even self-generate interest and growth in uninteresting conversations (Sansone & Smith, 2000). 

The self-regulation of interest model was the framework used here to understand the behaviour 

of curious people. The model found that different strategies are used to maintain or initiate 

interest and create the motivation to reach desired outcomes and avoid unwanted outcomes 

(Sansone et al., 2015). Various strategies to increase interest in activities (e.g., increasing artistic 

or creative component, increasing challenge; Sansone et al., 1992), or reaching an achievement 

task (e.g., seeking input, expressing thoughts and information, maintaining harmony; Isacc et al., 

1999) are examples of self-regulatory strategies. In the context of conversations between 

strangers, curious people used interest-related self-regulatory strategies such as injecting humour 

in the conversation or disclosing more personal information to transform a boring conversation 

into a more interesting conversation. As a result of using these conversational strategies, curious 

people increase their own self-development, as well as the development of their conversational 

partner (Kashdan et al., 2011).  

Interesting Conversations and the Self-Expansion Model 

One way to understand the role of interesting conversation in promoting relationship 

quality is through the self-expansion model. According to the self-expansion model, romantic 

relationships offer opportunities to expand the self-concept of romantic partners (Aron & Aron, 

1986). It is done through incorporating the material and social resources (e.g., identities, new 

perspectives,) of a romantic partner and integrating these new resources into existing cognitive 

structures (Agnew et al., 1998), resulting in a broadened sense of self (Aron & Aron, 1986). 

Relational self-expansion benefits couples, as it is associated with more relationship satisfaction 
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as well as more commitment in the relationships (Mattingly et al., 2014; Coulter & Malouff, 

2013). 

Multiple studies have found that relational self-expansion can be achieved through 

various couple activities that were characterized as being novel and exciting. For example, an 

online couple intervention that utilized exciting and interesting couple activities was associated 

with more relationship satisfaction (Coulter & Malouff, 2013). A slightly different 

conceptualization was offered by Graham (2008) who found that conjoint and activating 

activities (i.e., exciting, active, alert, involved) were also associated with more relationship 

satisfaction and less relational boredom. Examples of such activities include enjoying hobbies 

together, sharing interesting educational experiences, and sexual intercourse (Graham, 2008). 

Others have defined excitement in relationships as being novel, arousing, and challenging (Aron 

et al., 2013) as well as being playful, spontaneous, and interesting (Coulter & Malouff, 2013). 

Approach relationship goals have also been associated with relational self-expansion 

(Harasymchuk et al., 2021); people with high approach motivation generate more exciting and 

engaging couple activities. 

On the other hand, self-expanding activities are not limited to arousing activities. New 

research has found that the self-expanding properties of these activities are independent of 

arousal levels (Tomlinson et al., 2019), and that activities with low levels of arousal could also 

result in relational self-expansion (Tomlinson et al., 2019). Self-expansion is possible through 

highly-arousing activities like bungee-jumping together as well as in low-arousal activities such 

as having interesting conversations with a romantic partner (Tomlinson et al., 2019).  

Having interesting conversations with a romantic partner generates relational self-

expansion and can, therefore, reduce relational boredom in romantic relationships (Coulter & 
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Malouff, 2013; Aron et al., 2000; Reissman, et al., 1993). According to the self-expansion 

model, once “the honeymoon phase” is over and relational self-expansion decelerates over time, 

relational boredom can appear in romantic couples. Partners no longer have an immediate source 

of novelty, exciting knowledge or experiences, and disinterest in maintaining a relationship as a 

result of boredom can start to threaten relationships (Aron & Aron, 1986). As a result, self-

expanding activities such as having interesting conversations with your partner can combat 

relational boredom. 

Reduced Relational Boredom as an Outcome of Interesting Conversations 

Relational self-expanding activities (e.g., having interesting conversations with a 

romantic partner) is meaningful in a relational context as it combats boredom that can settle into 

romantic relationships (Aron et al., 2000). Relational boredom threatens relationship stability, 

and it is often considered to be a major threat in maintaining romantic relationships. Boredom in 

relationships is strongly correlated with relational dissatisfaction (Gigy & Kelly, 1993; 

Harasymchuk & Fehr, 2012) and it can also damage relational commitment in romantic 

relationships and contribute to relational dissolution (Tsapelas, et al., 2009). Additionally, 

relational boredom has been conceptualized as relational stagnation (Knapp & Vangelisti, 1992) 

and atrophy (Kelvin, 1977). Furthermore, relational boredom is associated with decreased sexual 

interest, as well as increased relational and sexual disengagement (Harasymchuk & Fehr, 2010). 

As such, research has been conducted to better understand this relationship obstacle and 

various scholars have characterized relational boredom in different ways. For example, people 

experience relational boredom when a relationship is no longer exciting and lacking interest in 

the partner (Harasymchuk & Fehr, 2013), as relational boredom is often described as 
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experiencing low arousal and low feelings of pleasure from the relationship (Harasymchuk & 

Fehr, 2010). 

According to the appetitive-aversive framework, relational boredom represents stagnation 

in a relationship; it is an appetitive challenge related to positive rewards and not an aversive 

challenge related to negative threats (Harasymchuk et al., 2021; Reis et al., 2016). Scholars have 

also used prototype analyses to determine how laypeople define relational boredom, and the most 

common themes are a loss of high arousal, and positive states as well as physical, sexual, and 

emotional disengagement (Harasymchuk & Fehr, 2012, 2013). As a summary of the literature, 

relational boredom is a significant obstacle in romantic relationships, and factors that can reduce 

boredom would, thus, be beneficial in intimate relationships.   

Study Overview and Hypothesis 

Curious people engage in more opportunities to develop themselves and have new 

experiences which could prove to be beneficial in a relational context. For example, curious 

people use conversation strategies that can create interesting and self-expanding conversations, 

which in turn might buffer against relational boredom. However, the association between 

curiosity and these conversation strategies has not been explored in the context of intimate 

relationships.  It would be valuable to determine whether these factors (i.e., curiosity, interesting 

conversations) are associated with relational boredom, given that boredom is detrimental in a 

relational context.  More specifically, the broader question guiding this research is: Do curious 

people use more interest-inducing self-regulatory conversation strategies and experience less 

relational boredom as a result? 

 To address this research question, I conducted two studies. In Study 1, undergraduate 

participants in dating relationships completed measures of curiosity, the frequency of interesting 
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conversations in the relationship, relational boredom, and relationship satisfaction. The overt 

social curiosity scale from the five dimensions of curiosity, revised (5DC-R) was used as a 

measure of curiosity (e.g., interest in learning about the thoughts and behaviours of other people 

through direct means, like conversations (Kashdan et al., 2020). Overt social curiosity addresses 

an interest in learning more about other people in a social setting, and it was the most appropriate 

curiosity subtype to use since this study involves conversations between romantic partners. In 

Study 2, I assessed additional subscales of curiosity and self-regulatory strategies for adding 

interest to conversations as well as perceptions of partners’ interest-inducing self-regulatory 

strategies and relational boredom.  

To assess alternative explanations, in both studies, I assessed the role of boredom 

proneness and relationship satisfaction. Some people are more prone to experience boredom in 

everyday life (Farmer & Sundberg, 1986) and I wanted to consider this as an alternative 

explanation for why curiosity might be linked to less relational boredom (i.e., curious people 

might be less prone to boredom). Further, some people are more satisfied in their relationships 

than others and I included relationship satisfaction as a control variable to assess whether curious 

people use more interest-related self-regulated strategies and experience less boredom simply 

because they are in happier relationships. I hypothesized that curious people, particularly overtly 

socially curious people, would use more interest-related self-regulation strategies, and using 

these strategies more frequently would be associated with less relational boredom. 

Study 1 

The primary objective of Study 1 was to first examine whether people high (vs low) in 

social curiosity have more interesting conversations with their partners in their relationship and 

whether interesting conversations with a partner are linked to decreased relational boredom. 
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Additionally, several alternative explanations, namely boredom proneness and relationship 

satisfaction were assessed by statistically controlling for these variables.  

Method 

Participants and Procedure  

The participants in this study were undergraduate students (N = 137; 18% men, 77% 

women, 5% transgender) enrolled in first- and second-year psychology courses (Mage = 23.04, 

SD = 5.42) who were recruited through a recruitment notice on the Carleton University SONA 

system. Of the 150 students originally recruited 13 participants were manually removed 

according to the following criteria: participants who indicated that they were single and 

participants who spent less than two minutes while answering this 15-minute survey (I did not 

feel this was adequate time to answer the questions in a meaningful manner). The majority of the 

undergraduate student sample was White (65%) with the remaining participants representing 

various other self-identified groups (i.e., Asian, 11.6%, Black, 6.6%, Middle Eastern, 5.8%, 

Indigenous, 2.2%, and other, 8.8%). In terms of relationship characteristics, the majority were 

seriously involved (71%). The remaining participants were either casually dating (26%) or were 

in an alternative relationship situation (3%). Participants reported being in their relationship for 

an average of approximately two years (Mlength = 27.73 months, SD = 41.42). 

Participants were required to be in a romantic relationship to be eligible, and were also 

required to read over and agree to an informed consent before being able to continue. Once 

participants agreed to the informed consent, they began the study (hosted on Qualtrics) by 

completing a demographics survey and an overt social curiosity questionnaire. Upon completion 

of the preliminary questionnaires, participants then completed a questionnaire on the frequency 

of having conversations that were interesting and self-expanding with their intimate partner. 
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Participants then completed questionnaires on their romantic relationship, about relational 

boredom and relational satisfaction. Finally, participants completed a measure of boredom 

proneness. Participants were then provided with an online debriefing form outlining the purpose 

of the study. Once participants signaled that the debriefing had been read, each student was 

granted a 0.25% grade-raising credit that was applied towards an enrolled undergraduate 

psychology course. 

Measures 

 Demographics. The demographics section contained measures of background 

characteristics (gender, age, racial/ethnic background)  including their relational status with their 

current romantic partnership (seriously involved, casually dating, single, or other), and the length 

of their current romantic relationships (in months). 

 Overt Social Curiosity. Next, participants completed the overt social curiosity subscale 

of a revised curiosity scale; (5 Dimensions of Curiosity, Revised; Kashdan et al., 2020). The 

overt social curiosity sub-scale involves a 4-item self-report measure with items rated on a 7-

point Likert Scale (1 = does not describe me at all, 7 = completely describes me). Sample items 

include “I ask a lot of questions to figure out what interests other people” and “I like finding out 

why people behave the way they do.” It had good reliability, α = 0.81. 

 Frequency of Interesting Conversations with Partner. After assessing curiosity, the 

frequency of having interesting conversations with romantic partners were assessed with a three-

item measure. These items were inspired from the Conversation Skills Rating Scale (Spitzberg & 

Adams, 2007) and were rated on a 5-point Likert Scale (1 = not at all, 5 = very frequently), with 

sample items being “In the past week, how often did you have a conversation with your partner 

in which you were highly engaged?). The measure had good reliability, α = 0.87.  
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 Relational Boredom . Participants completed a measure of the Relational Boredom 

Scale (Harasymchuk & Fehr, 2012) which is a 15-item questionnaire (, with a 7-point Likert 

scale (1 = “Not at all true”, 7 = “Completely true”). Participants were asked to respond to 

different statements in terms of how well each item characterized their relationships. Sample 

items of these different statements included “dull”, “sick and tired of your partner”, and “feel 

nothing”. The scale had good reliability, α = 0.89. 

 Relationship Satisfaction. The Relationship Assessment Scale (Hendrick et al., 1988) 

was used in this study, measuring participant attitudes on perceived relationship quality. This 7-

item self-report scale used 5-point Likert scale (5 = “Not at All”, 1 = “Absolutely). Sample items 

include “How well does your partner meet your needs?” and “How much do you love your 

partner?” The scale had good reliability, α = 0.84. 

Boredom Proneness Scale. Boredom proneness was also measured using the “Short 

Boredom Proneness Scale” (Struk et al., 2017). It is an 8-item questionnaire with a 7-point Likert 

Scale (1 = “strongly disagree”, 7 = “strongly agree.”).  Sample items included “I find it hard to 

entertain myself” and “Much of the time, I just sit around doing nothing.” The scale had good 

reliability, α = 0.86 

Results 

Preliminary Analyses 

Different preliminary steps were done before performing the main analysis. I exported 

the data from Qualtrics and imported it into SPSS, I removed participants who indicated that they 

were single (they did not meet the criterion to participate in the study) and participants who spent 

less than two minutes while answering this 10-minute survey were manually removed from the 

main analysis (because this was judged to be an insufficient amount of time to complete the 

survey). An MCAR (Missing Completely at Random) test was also be conducted, and was not 
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significant. As a result, the cases were not removed in a pattern. Preliminary tests assessing 

Cronbach’s a were additionally conducted to ensure internal consistency within the measures; 

each measure had sufficient internal consistency (a ≥ .70). All relevant items were then be 

reverse-coded and computed to create numeric mean variables to be used in the main analyses. 

Nine outliers were found in the data by conducting a preliminary z-test assessing whether any 

data-point was significantly apart (3 ± z-scores) from all other observations (outliers were 

retained).  

To conduct my analyses, I first created composites of curiosity, the frequency of having 

interesting conversations, relational boredom, relational satisfaction, and boredom proneness. 

Next, I performed correlational tests on the focal variables (i.e., curiosity, interesting 

conversations, relational boredom). I first performed a series of bivariate correlations (Pearson) 

to test the associations between the focal variables with no covariates (see Table 1.). As 

predicted, overt social curiosity was associated with more frequently having interesting 

conversations and having more interesting conversations was associated with less relational 

boredom. When I conducted the same analyses controlling for relationship satisfaction and 

boredom proneness, the same pattern of results was retained (I first ran them as separate 

covariates, but the same pattern of results emerged whether treated separately or combined.  
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Table 1. 

Correlation Results: Study 1 – No Covariates 

Study 2 

The goal of Study 2 was to expand the findings from Study 1 and further examine why 

people who are high (vs low) in curiosity have more interesting conversations in their intimate 

relationships. More specifically, I predicted that curious people will use more interest-inducing 

self-regulatory strategies and that these conversation strategies will be associated with less 

relational boredom. Additional tests were conducted using various subtypes of curiosity (i.e., 

joyous exploration, thrill-seeking, stress tolerance, deprivation sensitivity, covert social 

curiosity) to examine whether the associations are unique to overt social curiosity. As well, to 

begin to explore the role of the partner in my proposed hypotheses, I assessed people’s 

perceptions of their partner’s use of interest-inducing self-regulatory strategies for conversations, 

 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.  

1. Curiosity (Overt social) - .23** .00   

2. Frequency of Interesting       

    Conversations 

.22** - -.18*   

3.  Relational Boredom  -.03 -.56** -   

 4. Boredom Proneness -.01 -.13 .22** -  

5. Relationship Satisfaction .02  .58** -.74** -.27** - 

Note. Correlations above the diagonal reflect partial correlations controlling for relationship satisfaction and boredom 

proneness. Correlations below the diagonal reflect the original correlations. Bolded correlations represent the main hypotheses. 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

*  . Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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and their partner’s relational boredom. Like the first study, boredom proneness and relationship 

satisfaction were treated as control variables. 

Method 

Participants and Procedures 

The participants in this study were undergraduate students in romantic relationships  (N = 

140; 78% female, 19% male, 3% transgender) enrolled in first- and second-year psychology 

courses (Mage = 20.05, SD = 4.35) who were recruited through a recruitment notice on the 

Carleton University SONA system. Ten out of the 150 students originally recruited were 

removed following the same exclusion criteria as Study 1 (i.e., participants who were single or 

who completed survey in less than 2 minutes). The majority of the undergraduate student sample 

was White (61%) with the remaining participants representing various other racial/ethnic 

identities (i.e., Asian, 10.9%, Black, 7.3%, Middle Eastern, 9.5%, Indigenous, 0.7%, and other, 

10.6%). In terms of relationship characteristics, the majority were seriously involved (81%). The 

remaining participants were either casually dating (17.5%) or were in an alternative relationship 

situation (1.5%). Relational length was also measured in months (Mlength = 19.98, SD = 23.85). 

Once participants agreed to the informed consent, they completed questionnaires related 

to demographics (age, gender, relationship status), curiosity (joyous exploration, thrill-seeking, 

deprivation sensitivity, stress tolerance, covert and overt social curiosity), interest self-regulatory 

strategies, relational boredom, relational satisfaction, and boredom proneness. Additionally, 

participants were asked about their partner’s interest-related self-regulatory strategies and the 

perceived relational boredom of their romantic partner. Like Study 1, participants were debriefed 

and provided compensation. 

Measures 
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Several measures were repeated from Study 1 including overt social curiosity, relational 

boredom, relationship satisfaction, and boredom proneness. The following new measures were 

added to Study 2. 

Curiosity. Unlike Study 1 where participants only completed the overt social curiosity 

subscale, participants completed all five sub-scales of curiosity dimensions (i.e., joyous 

exploration, deprivation sensitivity, thrill-seeking, covert and overt social curiosity, and stress 

tolerance) from the 5DCR (5 Dimensions of Curiosity, Revised; Kashdan et al., 2020). 4-items 

were included per subscale and were rated on a 7-point Likert Scale (1 = does not describe me at 

all, 7 = completely describes me). Each subscale was analyzed individually, and each subscale 

had good reliability (joyous exploration α = 0.78, deprivation sensitivity α = 0.87, stress 

tolerance α = 0.84, thrill-seeking α = 0.84, social covert curiosity α = 0.87, social overt curiosity 

α = 0.88). [Note. Although there are five sub-scales, the social curiosity sub-scale is further 

divided into overt and covert social curiosity sub-scale (i.e., there are six curiosity sub-scales 

referred to in this study).] 

Interest-related self-regulatory strategies. Interest Self-Regulatory questionnaires were 

based on Kashdan et al., 2011 work on conversation strategies that can generate more interesting 

conversations. It is a 6-item self-report measure with a 5-point Likert Scale (1 = Never, 5 = 

Always). Sample items include “injecting humour in a conversation” and “expressing interest in 

partner dialogue (being responsive, asking questions)”. Participants completed two versions of 

this survey, one for the self and one for the partner. Both scales had acceptable reliability, α = 

0.73 for conversation strategies (self), and α = 0.72 for conversation strategies (partner). 
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Relational Boredom (partner). A 1-item measure was included assessing the perceived 

relational boredom of their romantic partner. The sample item is “From your perspective, how 

bored is your romantic partner in your current relationship?”  

Results 

Preliminary Analyses 

 

The preliminary analyses were identical to the analyses from Study 1 (export to SPSS, 

data cleaning, MCAR, z-test to detect outliers, internal consistency tests, numerical mean 

variables, reverse-coding). A MCAR (Missing Completely at Random) test was also conducted 

to ensure that the observations that are missing were randomly removed from the data pool. 

Preliminary tests assessing Cronbach’s a was additionally conducted to ensure internal 

consistency within the measures. All relevant items were then reverse-coded and computed to 

create numeric mean variables to be used in the main analyses. Outliers was found in the data by 

conducting a preliminary z-test assessing whether any data-point was significantly apart (3 ± z-

scores) from all other observations. Similar to the procedure in Study 1, all outliers were be kept 

in the analyses. 

To assess the main hypotheses, I first created composites of curiosity, interest-related 

self-regulatory strategies, relational boredom, relationship satisfaction, and boredom proneness. 

A separate composite was created for each subscale of curiosity. Next, I performed preliminary 

correlational tests on the focal variables (i.e., curiosity, conversation strategies, relational 

boredom) and the control variables (i.e., boredom proneness, relationship satisfaction). I first 

conducted a bivariate correlation to test the association between the focal variables (see Table 

2.).  

The first series of tests assessed the associations between the five dimensions of curiosity 

and interest self-regulatory strategies (self, partner). The results revealed that certain curiosity 
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subtypes (joyous exploration, thrill-seeking, overt social) had a positive and moderately strong 

association with the usage of interest-related self-regulatory strategies, while other subtypes 

(covert social, deprivation sensitivity, stress tolerance) were not associated (see Table 2). A 

single curiosity subtype, joyous exploration, had a positive and moderately strong association 

with the perceived partner usage of interest self-regulatory strategies. These results remained 

consistent when covariates were added to the model.  

The second series of tests assessed the associations between interest-related self-

regulatory strategies (self, partner) and relational boredom (self, partner). The results illustrate 

that interest-related self-regulatory strategies, whether self-reported or based on perceptions of 

the partner, had a negative and moderately strong association with relational boredom (self or 

partner). When covariates were included in the model, with the exception of the association 

between interest-related self-regulatory strategies (self) and relational boredom (partner), the 

results remained significant. 

 The third series of tests assessed the associations between the five dimensions of 

curiosity and relational boredom, and I found mixed results. Joyous exploration and stress 

tolerance had a negative and weak association with relational boredom, while the other 

dimensions of curiosity were non-significant (see Table 2). Similarly, joyous exploration and 

stress tolerance had a negative and weak association with perceptions of the partner’s relational 

boredom, while the other curiosity subtypes were non-significant. None of the subtypes were 

significantly associated with relational boredom (for the self or perceptions of the partner’s 

boredom) when both covariates were added in the model. In both tests, relational satisfaction was 

the covariate that largely reduced the strength of the correlation between curiosity and relational 

boredom (self, partner) and made the associations non-significant. As a covariate, boredom 
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proneness also reduced the strength of the correlations and made these associations non-

significant, but it was not as impactful as relational satisfaction. 

Overall, overt social curiosity was positively associated with using interest-related self-

regulatory strategies, and these strategies were negatively associated with relational boredom. 

Joyous exploration, thrill-seeking, and overt social subscales of curiosity had a positive and 

moderately strong association with interest-related self-regulatory strategies; the other subscales 

were not associated (deprivation sensitivity, covert curiosity, and stress tolerance) with these 

conversation strategies. With the exception of joyous exploration, that had a positive and 

significant association with interest self-regulatory conversation strategies (partner), none of the 

other subtypes (overt, covert social curiosity, thrill-seeking, stress tolerance, deprivation 

sensitivity) had a significant association. The perceived usage of interest-related conversation 

strategies from the partner was associated with less relational boredom as well as less perceived 

partner relational boredom. Other than the association between curiosity subtypes and relational 

boredom (self, partner), and between interest-related self-regulating strategies (self) and 

perceived partner relational boredom, results remained consistent when covariates were included. 
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Table 2. Correlations for Study 2  

 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 

 1. Overt Social Curiosity  - .50** .27** .23** .15 .00 .22** .08 .07 .01   

2. Covert Social Curiosity  .51** - .13 .06 -.02 -.11 .12 -.10 .16 .09   

3. Joyous Exploration Curiosity  .27** .08 - .39** .27** -.02 .20* .24** -.11 -.03   

4. Deprivation Sensitivity Curiosity  .24** .08 .37** - .18 -.16 .14 .03 .02 .09   

5. Thrill Seeking Curiosity  .17 .00 .26** .19* - .28 .20* .14 -.16 -.16   

6. Stress Tolerance Curiosity  -.04 -.23** .08 -.18 .22 - .01 .04 -.10 -.13   

7. Conversation Strategies (Self)  .25** .08 .26** .12 .20* .10 - .64** -.21* -.09   

8. Conversation Strategies (Partner)  .14 -.07 .31** .04 .15 .08 .70** - -.35** -.22**   

9. Relational Boredom (Self)  -.06 .12 -.25** .00 -.15 -.17 -.44** -.55** - .45**   

10. Relational Boredom (Partner)  -.07 .09 -.17* .07 -.16 -.20* -.32** -.43** .68** -   

11. Relational Satisfaction  .16 .00 .24** .02 .07 .13 .42** .46** -.73** -.58** -  

12. Boredom Proneness  .11 .30 -.19* .09 .08 -.45** -.16 -.06 .18* .18* -.18* - 

Note. Correlations above the diagonal reflect partial correlations controlling for relationship satisfaction and boredom 

proneness. Correlations below the diagonal reflect the original correlations. Bolded correlations represent the main hypotheses. 

 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

*  . Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Discussion  

Curious people are known to have more satisfying long-term intimate relationships 

(Boiman-Meshita & Littman-Vadia, 2021); however, one aspect that is less understood is why. 

In the current set of studies, I explored whether people who are high (vs low) in curiosity have 

more frequent interesting conversations with their intimate partners and whether these different 

types of conversations are associated with less relational boredom (Study 1). I also wanted to 

examine why curious people might have more frequent interesting conversations with their 

romantic partner. Thus, I explored whether curious people use more interest-related self-

regulatory strategies that are known to create more interesting conversations. Finally, I assessed 

whether these conversation strategies were associated with less relational boredom (Study 2). 

Consistent with my hypotheses, people who are more curious had more frequent interesting 

conversations with their partner (Study 1), and used more interest-related self-regulatory 

strategies (Study 2). Further, people who had more frequent interesting conversations (Study 1), 

and people who used more interest self-regulatory conversation strategies (Study 2) reported less 

relational boredom. However, contrary to past findings, curiosity was not associated with 

increased relational satisfaction. 

There are two important strengths in the current studies. First, this was novel research 

that provided evidence on the relational benefits of being curious and using interest-related self-

regulating strategies in conversations between intimate partners. This perspective expands on the 

prior research conducted by Kashdan and colleagues (2011) who explored these effects between 

strangers. Furthermore, this research assessed perceptions of the partner’s experience, and  

provided valuable insight into the perceived effects these conversation strategies might have in 

intimate couples (i.e., perceived partner boredom) as well as the association between a partner’s 
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usage of these strategies (i.e., perceived partner usage of self-regulating strategies) and their own 

boredom. 

Curiosity and Interest-Related Self-Regulatory Strategies  

Kashdan and colleagues (2011) found that people who were highly-curious generated 

closeness with strangers in a small-talk exercise as a result of using interest self-regulatory 

strategies. In contrast, people who were less curious grew closer with strangers during a 

relationship-building exercise, but not in the small-talk exercise. In other words, people who 

score higher (lower) in curiosity capitalized on opportunities to develop themselves, and even 

transformed mundane situations to become more interesting and stimulating. I proposed that this 

motivation to actively approach novel stimuli could be beneficial in a relational context. More 

specifically, I hypothesized that highly-curious people could facilitate growth and self-

development between romantic partners when using interest self-regulatory strategies.  

Curiosity is a multi-faceted individual difference variable and, in addition to overt social 

curiosity, I also explored different subtypes in Study 2 (i.e., joyous exploration, thrill-seeking, 

stress tolerance, deprivation sensitivity, and covert social curiosity). I found that not all facets of 

curiosity were associated with frequency of interesting conversations and using interest-related 

self-regulatory strategies. More specifically, overt social curiosity had a positive, weak, but 

statistically significant correlation with frequency of interesting conversations (Study 1) and with 

using more interest-inducing self-regulatory strategies (Study 2) with their intimate partner 

during conversations. Furthermore, joyous exploration, and thrill-seeking types of curiosity had 

similar positive, weak, but statistically significant, correlations with using more interest-inducing 

self-regulatory strategies during conversations, and covert social curiosity, stress tolerance, and 

deprivation sensitivity were not related. 
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Based on the literature on social curiosity, people who are overtly socially curious are 

interested in learning about others through direct means (e.g., conversations). It is, thus, 

consistent with the literature for people high (vs low) in overt social curiosity to use more 

interest-related self-regulatory strategies that gives opportunities to learn about others via 

conversations (Kashdan et al., 2020). I found that, in addition to overt social curiosity, people 

who scored higher (vs lower) on joyous exploration and thrill-seeking used more interest self-

regulatory strategies with their partner. The love of learning in people high in joyous exploration, 

and the attraction towards heightened arousal from novel stimuli found in people high in thrill-

seeking could motivate them to transform boring conversations into interesting conversations, 

and would explain these findings. 

Additionally, other subtypes were not associated with using these interest-related self-

regulatory strategies, namely covert social curiosity (interest in learning about others via indirect 

means, such as gossiping). This is consistent with the idea that people who score high on this 

form of curiosity will be less likely to use direct strategies (e.g., interest in learning about others 

via direct means, such as having conversations) strategies to learn more about others (Kashdan et 

al., 2020). In the literature, deprivation sensitivity (annoyance until information gaps are 

resolved) is associated with a desire for knowledge, to learn new ideas and address intellectual 

problems, and was, thus, not expected to be associated with using interest-related self-regulatory 

strategies (i.e., these conversation strategies would not satisfy this desire for knowledge; 

Kashdan, Stiksma, et al., 2017). 

For the stress tolerance subtype of curiosity, there were mixed findings. Stress tolerance 

(i.e., able to handle novel stimuli) is associated with curious behaviour in various settings, such 

in the workplace (e.g., workplace vigor, dedication, and absorption), as well as in a more general 
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social setting (e.g., extraversion). Although people who score high in the stress tolerance form of 

curiosity are interested in interacting with other people, it is not associated with other personal 

strengths such as wisdom (e.g., the ability to consider others’ perspectives) and benevolence 

(e.g., being compassionate and considerate to the needs of others) which both contribute to 

having better discussions (Brown-Schmidt & Heller, 2019; Peng-Kuang & Chung-Kuang, 2013).  

Perception of Partners’ Interest-Related Self-Regulatory Strategies and Curiosity 

Although this was a study that focused on individuals (i.e., not both members of the 

couple), I explored the association between people’s perceptions of their partners’ interest-

related self-regulatory strategies and curiosity. Joyous exploration was the single subtype that 

was positively and weakly associated with this perception, and the literature on curiosity gives 

context for this result. Joyous exploration is defined as the pleasurable experience of finding the 

world exciting and interesting. As a result of this perception of the world, people who have high 

levels of joyous exploration might find their partner to be more easily intriguing and interesting 

and could, thus, be more likely to perceive that their partners are using conversation strategies 

that makes their time with their partner more interesting. The other subtypes of curiosity were 

not expected to have this perception of their partner because those subtypes are not associated 

with perceiving the world to be exciting and intriguing. That is, these other subtypes were more 

oriented towards the individual (e.g., deprivation sensitivity, thrill-seeking), or towards learning 

about others through various means (e.g., covert means such as gossiping), and are thus unrelated 

to the perception that the world is exciting (Kashdan et al., 2020). 

Interest-Related Self-Regulatory Strategies and Relational Boredom 

I examined whether frequency of interesting conversations and interest-related self-

regulatory strategies were associated with relational boredom. Consistent with my hypotheses, 
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people who frequently have interesting conversations with their partners (Study 1), as well as 

people who used interest-related self-regulatory strategies more often (Study 2) were less bored 

in their romantic relationships. These results were also generalized to people’s perception of their 

partner’s use of these self-regulatory strategies. In other words, I found that people who perceive 

that their partner uses more interest-related self-regulatory strategies during conversations 

experienced less relational boredom. However, I did not find that people who uses more interest 

self-regulatory strategies reported their partner as less bored when covariates were added to the 

model. One possible reason is that these conversation strategies are primarily self-enhancing 

(Kashdan et al., 2011). Kashdan and colleagues (2011) found a slight asymmetry between self 

and partner effects; curious people grew closer to strangers in the small-talk condition, but the 

person speaking with the curious person did not always experience more closeness. It is possible 

then, that the relational benefits of using conversation strategies is strong within the curious 

person themselves and is weaker on the conversational partner and could not be detected in the 

present studies with the current design.  

Self-Expansion and Interesting Conversations 

The results of this study are consistent with the self-expansion model (Aron & Aron, 

1986). According to the self-expansion model, relational boredom appears in long-term 

relationships as a result of the deceleration of self-expansion once the “honeymoon” phase is 

over (Aron & Aron, 1986). One way to reduce relational boredom is to engage in self-expanding 

activities (Aron & Aron, 1986; Aron et al., 2000). The relational benefits from self-expanding 

activities emerge from the merging of the self-concepts of the partners and the subsequent 

expansion of material and social resources available (Aron & Aron, 1986). The benefits of self-

expanding activities (e.g., more relationship satisfaction and sexual desire, and less boredom) 
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have been shown across different research designs (e.g., longitudinal with randomized-control 

trials, Coulter & Malouff, 2013; daily diary studies; Muise et al., 2019). The definition of self-

expanding activities is under debate (see Tomlinson et al., 2019 for a review). Self-expanding 

activities have been defined as arousing, challenging, and novel (Aron et al., 2013). Examples of 

self-expanding activities include enjoying exciting hobbies together, sexual intercourse, and 

bungie-jumping. However, recent research has found that self-expanding activities that are novel, 

exciting, but not physically arousing retain their beneficial qualities (Tomlinson et al., 2019). 

One example is having interesting conversations with a partner (Graham, 2008). Thus, my focus 

on conversations as a way to increase self-expansion expands our understanding on low arousal 

self-expanding activities and strategies that can create this expansion. 

Curiosity and Relational Boredom  

Social overt curiosity was not associated with relational boredom in both studies. In 

Study 2, only joyous exploration and stress tolerance were negatively associated with relational 

boredom. People who are high in joyous exploration (love of learning) and stress tolerance 

(handling novel stimuli) might be more likely to be motivated to approach novel stimuli, 

reducing their relational boredom.  It is surprising for overt and covert subtypes of curiosity not 

to be associated with relational boredom, as overt social curiosity (learning about others through 

conversations) is expected to reduce boredom, and covert social curiosity (learning about others 

through gossiping) is expected to increase boredom, as gossiping is associated with various 

negative relationship outcomes (Renner, 2006). Thrill seeking (attraction towards heightened 

arousal) and deprivation sensitivity (discomfort until information gap is resolved) is more geared 

towards the individual, and might not be relevant in the context of relationship boredom. 
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These results did not remain consistent when covariates (boredom proneness, relationship 

satisfaction) were added in the model. Couple members who are more prone to be bored might 

experience more boredom in their relationships. Similarly, certain people in romantic 

relationships are more satisfied in their relationship than others. Curiosity has been found to be 

associated with relational satisfaction (Jamea, 2020; Sahar et al., 2016), as well as a plethora of 

other positive qualities (e.g., compassion, perspective-taking) that contribute to good 

relationships (Kashdan et al., 2020), and relational satisfaction has a strong negative association 

with relational boredom (Harasymchuk & Fehr, 2012).  

Curiosity and Relationship Satisfaction 

My hypotheses were based on past reported findings that people who are more curious 

tend to have better quality intimate relationships (Jamea, 2020; Sahar et al., 2016). The intended 

goal of my thesis was to further examine why curiosity is associated with increased relationship 

satisfaction and I proposed that curious people are better able to inject interest into conversations 

and, with this skill, they might be better able to ward off relational boredom and keep their 

relationships satisfying. Although I found support for the hypothesis that curiosity is linked with 

interesting conversations, I did not find support for the association between curiosity and 

relationship satisfaction. That is, contrary to the literature, curiosity was not associated with 

relational satisfaction in neither of my studies. One potential reason for the null finding is that in 

addition to curiosity making positive contributions  to the relationship, it might also have some 

potential negative effects. For instance, curious people might  prioritize the motivation for 

novelty over the needs of their partner, and this might contribute to decreased relationship 

quality. Indeed, past research has found that curious people occasionally produce negative 

responses in their conversational partners (Kashdan et al., 2011) due to their motivation to 
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approach novel stimuli. Conversations evolve over time (e.g., content) and in situations where 

curious people do not adapt to the context and needs of the conversation (e.g., disregarding prior 

conversation topic and continuing to inject new information), the conversational partner of the 

curious person might feel neglected. Further research should explore the association between 

curiosity and relationship satisfaction to reconcile the inconsistent findings as well as explore 

potential moderators that examine under what conditions curiosity benefits relationships (e.g., 

partner interprets the curiosity as responsive) and under what conditions it might hinder it (e.g., 

partner interprets curiosity as unresponsive).  

Limitations, Implications, and Future Research 

Although there were multiple strengths in the current studies, the limitations of this 

research must also be acknowledged. First, as the studies were correlational designs, I could not 

create a causal model or establish a mediation relationship between the variables. When 

exploring the effects of interest self-regulatory strategies, a longitudinal design would, thus, 

produce more insight into these variables. Results from a longitudinal design could better 

establish the temporal sequence of the variables. Second, the subtypes of curiosity were not 

replicated. While all subtypes were included in Study 2, Study 1 was missing joyous exploration 

deprivation sensitivity, stress tolerance, thrill-seeking, covert social curiosity and only included 

overt social curiosity. Third, the self-report measures are vulnerable to biased responses due to a 

desire to be more socially acceptable: certain participants likely exaggerated their usage of 

conversation strategies with their partner (Razavi, 2001). There is also potential for 

misattribution and errors when remembering the behaviours of partners (e.g., perceived usage of 

conversation strategies of partner), as conversation strategies are likely habitual, and people 
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might not notice these behaviours when asked in a questionnaire. Future research could assess 

this issue with experiential sampling design. 

Fourth, I only assessed people’s perceptions of their partner’s conversation strategies and 

boredom, not ratings from the partners themselves. People might also have different perspectives 

on the interest-related self-regulatory strategies; for example, there might be variations in what is 

considered a bold and provocative statement within the dynamic of their own relationship. As a 

result, observing the conversations of participants would be needed to create consistency within 

this measure. Intimate partners could be first asked to have a conversation with their partner, and 

then self-report on the conversation strategies used during the task. Research assistants would 

discretely observe the conversation, and would record any noticeable variations in conversation 

strategies (e.g., type of humour, types of topics injected into conversations), classifying them into 

defined categories. Couples who have similar conversation strategies would be placed together; 

these steps would help create more consistency within this measure. 

Fifth, I assessed these questions with samples of relatively young, university sample 

consisting mostly of women and, therefore, there might be concerns related to the 

generalizability of the findings. These characteristics would also be considered “WEIRD” 

(western, educated, industrial, rich, and democratic), and makes potential generalization to the 

rest of the population questionable (Henrich & Heine, 2010). Men and women also have 

different communication styles. For example, women are more expressive, tentative, and social 

while men are more assertive and dominant (Basow & Rubenfield, 2003). There are also 

potential cultural differences in communication (e.g., individualism/collectivism, eye contact, 

distance when speaking) that also influences communication styles (Nelson, 1997), and could 

impact the generalizability of these findings. There might be variations in the conversation 
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strategies at different relationship stages; relationships at an earlier stage might have more self-

expanding and interesting conversations through the desire to learn more about their partner, 

while more established romantic partners would already be familiar with their romantic partner, 

and might use less interest self-regulatory strategies to learn about their partner. 

A more ambitious research design could include longitudinal data to evaluate a mediation 

relationship between the relevant variables in the present studies. Despite not having longitudinal 

data, an exploratory mediation test in Study 1 found that overt social curiosity was associated 

with relational boredom through frequency of interesting conversations (see Supplemental). In 

Study 2, correlational results illustrated a similar pattern: social curiosity predicts using more 

interest-inducing self-regulatory strategies in conversations, and these strategies were correlated 

with less relational boredom.  

Alternatively, the hypotheses could be tested in the context of the lab. For example, 

participants could be given conversational prompts that create fewer interesting conversations 

with their partner in a lab setting. Participants could be asked to perform certain types of interest 

self-regulatory strategies (e.g., one group would inject new content into a conversation vs a 

control group) to determine whether interest self-regulatory strategies improve relational 

outcomes (e.g., less relational boredom). Participants could then be asked to return a few months 

later to determine whether the usage of these specific conversation strategies continued to have 

relational benefits.  

Interest self-regulatory strategies could also be useful in a therapeutic setting to 

strengthen romantic relationships. Based on an intervention-study design where couples were 

provided with simple instructions to perform activities that were deemed to be novel and exciting 
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(Coulter & Malouff, 2013), a similar study could be created with instructions to encourage the 

usage of interest self-regulatory strategies. 

Conclusion  

In conclusion, curious people have more frequent conversations with their partners that 

are interesting and use more interest-inducing self-regulation strategies in conversations. 

Furthermore, the usage of these conversation strategies is associated with less relational 

boredom. Overall, the present studies expand our understanding of the effects of being curious in 

conversations and its potential beneficial effects on reducing relational boredom in intimate 

couples. The results of these studies suggest that curious people have the skills to make 

conversations interesting, and that this strengthens romantic relationships. 
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Supplemental  

Although the data were cross-sectional in Study 1, I performed exploratory mediation 

tests to assess my proposed model using the process macro v3.5 in SPSS. Results were consistent 

when covariates (i.e., relational satisfaction, boredom proneness) were added: there was a 

significant indirect effect and no significant direct effect. As a result, I can describe this as a 

complete mediation effect. In the subfield of social psychology, researchers have argued that the 

requirement in mediation analysis for a significant effect between the predictor variable (e.g., 

curiosity) and the outcome variable (e.g., relational boredom) before exploring the total indirect 

effect is not needed, and has recommended this requirement to be abandoned (Rucker et al., 

2011). These exploratory mediation tests were conducted following this recommendation. 

Figure 1. 

Exploratory Mediation Results: Study 1  

 
Note. * p < .05, ** p < .01 
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Appendix A  

Recruitment Notice (to be posted on SONA) 

Study Name: Couple Conversations Study 1  

Description: This study will ask you to complete a few questionnaires about the conversations 

you have had with your romantic partner over the last week and some questions about your 

relationship. 

Eligibility Requirement: You must currently be in a romantic relationship. 

 

Risks: There are no risks in the current study. 

Duration and Locale: This online study will take approximately 15 minutes to complete. 

Compensation: You will receive 0.25% towards your course (PSYC 1001, 1002, 2001, 2002) 

for your time. 

Researchers: 

 

Marcus Hebert, Carleton University, Department of Psychology 

Email:  

 

Dr. Cheryl Harasymchuk (Faculty Supervisor), Carleton University, Department of Psychology 

Email: cheryl.harasymchuk@carleton.ca 

 

This study has been cleared by the Carleton University Research Ethics Board – B,  

 (CUREB-B Clearance #115827). 

If you have any ethical concerns with the study, please contact the Carleton University Research 

Ethics Board-B (via email at ethics@carleton.ca). 
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Appendix B 

  Informed Consent Form 

The purpose of an informed consent form is to ensure that you, as the participant, understand the 

purpose of the study as well as the nature of your involvement. The informed consent form 

should provide sufficient information such that you have the opportunity to determine whether or 

not you wish to participate in the study. 

Study Title: Couple Conversations Study 1 

This research has been cleared by Carleton University Research Ethics Board-B  

(CUREB-B Clearance #115827). 

Date of ethics clearance: June 17th, 2021  

Ethics Clearance for the Collection of Data Expires: June 30, 2022 

❑ Name and Contact Information of Researchers 

Marcus Hebert, Carleton University, Department of Psychology  

Email: marcushebert@cmail.carleton.ca 

Cheryl Harasymchuk, Carleton University, Department of Psychology  

Email: Cheryl.Harasymchuk@carleton.ca  

❑ Purpose 

The purpose of this pilot study is to determine whether individual differences impact 

conversations between romantic partners, and to explore the types of conversation topics people 

find interesting. This study is being conducted under the supervision of Dr. Cheryl Harasymchuk 

(Associate Professor) in the Department of Psychology at Carleton University.  

If you agree to take part in the study, we will ask you to complete a demographic questionnaire, 

questions about your conversations with your romantic partner, and some questions about 

relationship quality and individual differences. This study will take place online, and will last 

approximately 15 minutes. Participants will be awarded with a credit raising 0.25% towards 

courses (PSYC1001, PSYC1002, PSYC2001, PSYC2002) after completing the study. There are 

no physical or psychological risks involved in this study. If you feel any discomfort while 

answering questionnaires or during your discussion, you may choose not to answer specific 

questions, and you will not be penalized in anyway. 

❑ Possible Benefits 

You can receive 0.25% credit for your participation.  

mailto:marcushebert@cmail.carleton.ca
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❑ No Waiver of Your Rights 

By signing this form, you are not waiving any rights or releasing the researchers from any 

liability. 

❑ Withdrawing Procedure  

You can exit without penalty at any point in the study. 

❑ Confidentiality and anonymity 

Your data will be treated as confidential until credit is granted. You will not be able to withdraw 

your data after collection. After that point, we will anonymize the data (i.e., remove identifying 

information). The data will be downloaded from the Qualtrics account, and the data will be 

deleted from the Qualtrics account once the study is complete. Your data will be stored and 

protected by Qualtrics on Toronto-based servers but may be disclosed via a court order or data 

breach.  The results of this study may be published or presented at an academic conference or 

meeting in aggregate form. After the study is completed, your de-identified data will be retained 

for future research use.  

❑ Ethics review 

This project was reviewed and cleared by the Carleton University Research Ethics Board B.  If 

you have any ethical concerns with the study, please contact Carleton University Research Ethics 

Board (by email at ethics@carleton.ca).  

Consent: By clicking on the “I agree” button below, I acknowledge that I have read the 

description of the research and I understand the nature of the study. I understand that the data in 

this study will be used for research and application purposes. I understand that my participation 

is completely voluntary, and that all information given will be kept confidential. 

 

 

 

 

  

I agree and wish to participate I do not wish to participate 

mailto:ethics@carleton.ca
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Appendix C 

Experimental Study Materials 

What is your gender? 

❑ Man 

❑ Woman 

❑ Transgender 

❑ Other _________________ 

What is your age? (in years) __ 

What is your current relationship status? 

❑ Single 

❑ Casually Dating (Not exclusive) 

❑ Seriously Involved (Exclusive) 

❑ Other (please specify) 

How long have you been in your current relationship (in months)? _______ 

What group do you most identify with? 

❑ White  

❑ Indigenous  

❑ Black  

❑ Middle Eastern  

❑ Asian  

❑ Other_____  

Overt Social Curiosity Subscale (5DRC) 

(Kashdan et al., 2020) 

Below are statements people often use to describe themselves. Please use the scale below to 

indicate the degree to which these statements accurately describe you. There are no right or 

wrong answers.  

It is a Likert scale on a 7-point scale, ranging from 1 = does not describe me at all to 7= 

completely describe me) 

1. I ask a lot of questions to figure out what interests other people 

2. When talking to someone who is excited, I am curious to find out why 

3. When talking to someone, I try to discover interesting details about them 

4. I like finding out why people behave the way they do 
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Interesting Conversations  

(Spitzberg & Adams, 2007; Dys-Steenbergen et. al., 2016; Robitschek et al., 2012) 

1. In the past week, how often did you have a conversation with your partner in which you 

were highly interested? 

 

1 not at all 

2 infrequently 

3 somewhat frequently 

4 frequently 

5 very frequently 

 

2. In the past week, how often did you have a conversation with your partner that held your 

attention? 

 

1 not at all 

2 infrequently 

3 somewhat frequently 

4 frequently 

5 very frequently 

 

3. In the past week, how often did you have a conversation with your partner in which you 

were highly engaged? 

 

1 not at all 

2 infrequently 

3 somewhat frequently 

4 frequently 

5 very frequently 
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Exploratory Variable 

4. In the space below, please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each 

statement when considering these conversations. 

 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Somewhat 

Disagree 

Disagree 

a Little 

Agree 

a Little 

Somewhat 

Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

 

Engaging in these conversations allowed me to gain new perspectives _____ 

I felt like these conversations gave me many opportunities to grow as a person _____ 
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 Relational Boredom Scale 

(Harasymchuk & Fehr, 2012) 

 

Please respond to the following statements in terms of how well they each characterize your 

relationship with your dating or marital partner. Write the number in the space provided using 

the following scale 

 

How well does each feature characterize your relationship with your dating or marital partner? 

_____ dull 

_____ full of surprises (Reverse-Scored) 

_____ sick and tired of your partner 

_____ there is a spark in the relationship (Reverse-Scored) 

_____ feel nothing 

_____ lots of fun (Reverse-Scored) 

_____ lack of conversation 

_____ interested in your partner (Reverse-Scored) 

_____feel unfulfilled in the relationship 

_____ feels like a chore 

_____ full of romance (Reverse-Scored) 

_____ Not sharing feelings with each other 

_____ feels like you want change 

_____ thrilling (Reverse-Scored) 

_____ exciting (Reverse-Scored) 
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Short Boredom Proneness Scale  

(Struk et al., 2017) 

 

Each statement is answered on a 7-point Likert-type scale (ranging from 1 = strongly disagree 

 to 7= strongly agree).  

1. I often find myself at “loose ends,” not knowing what to do. 

2. I find it hard to entertain myself. 

3. Many things I have to do are repetitive and monotonous 

4. It takes more stimulation to get me going than most people. 

5. I don’t feel motivated by most things that I do. 

6. In most situations, it is hard for me to find something to do to see to keep me interested. 

7. Much of the time, I just sit around doing nothing. 

8. Unless I am doing something exciting, even dangerous, I feel half-dead and dull 

 

Relationship Assessment Scale 

(Hendrick et al., 1988) 

Each statement is answered on a 7-point Likert-type scale (ranging from 1 = not at all to 5= 

Completely). Please consider your current relationship, then answer these questions: 

1. How well does your partner meet your needs? 

Not at all   1  2  3  4  5 Completely 

2. In general, how satisfied are you with your relationship? 

Not at all   1  2  3  4  5 Completely 

3. How good is your relationship compared to most? 

Not at all   1  2  3  4  5 Completely 

4. How often do you wish you hadn’t gotten into this relationship (Reverse-scored)? 

Not at all   1  2  3  4  5 Completely 

5. To what extent has your relationship met your original expectations? 

Not at all   1  2  3  4  5 Completely 

6. How much do you love your partner? 

Not at all   1  2  3  4  5 Completely 

7. How many problems are there in your relationship? (Reverse-Scored) 

Not at all   1  2  3  4  5 Completely 
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Appendix D 

Final Debriefing Form 

Name and Contact Information of Researchers: 

Marcus Hebert, Carleton University, Department of Psychology 

Email: marcushebert@cmail.carleton.ca 

Cheryl Harasymchuk, Carleton University, Department of Psychology 

Email: Cheryl.harasymchuk@carleton.ca 

❑ Project Title: Couple Conversations Study (Study 1) 

Project Sponsor and Funder  

None 

❑ Carleton University Project Clearance 

This research has been cleared by Carleton University Research Ethics Board-B  

(CUREB-B Clearance #115827). 

Date of ethics clearance: June 17th, 2021 

Ethics Clearance for the Collection of Data Expires: June 30th, 2022 

What are we trying to learn in this research and what did we do?  

In this research, we are examining whether curious people have more interesting conversations 

with their romantic partner and are less bored in their relationships. As well, we want to explore 

the types of conversation topics that people find most interesting. Based on your ratings, we plan 

to select an assortment of conversation topics to examine in a future study. 

Why is this important to scientists or the general public?  

This study is important in understanding the impact of interesting conversations on romantic 

relationships. 

What are our hypotheses and predictions?  

We expect that curious people will have more interesting conversations with their romantic 

partner, and report less boredom in their relationships. 

Where can I learn more?  

Kashdan, T. B., McKnight, P. E., Fincham, F. D., & Rose, P. (2011). When curiosity breeds  

intimacy: Taking advantage of intimacy opportunities and transforming boring 

conversations. Journal of Personality, 79(6), 1369-1402. 
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Is there anything I can do if I found this experiment to be emotionally upsetting?  

Yes. If you feel any distress or anxiety after participating in this study, please feel free to contact 

the Carleton University Health and Counseling Services at: 613-520-6674, or the Distress Centre 

of Ottawa and Region at 613-238-3311 (http://www.dcottawa.on.ca).  

What if I have questions later?  

If you have any remaining concerns, questions, or comments about the experiment, please feel 

free to contact Marcus Hebert (Principal Investigator), at: marcushebert@cmail.carleton.ca. 

If you have any ethical concerns with the study, please contact the Carleton University Research 

Ethics Board-B (via email at ethics@carleton.ca). 

Thank you for participating in this research!  
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Appendix E 

Ethics Clearance Form 
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Appendix F 

Recruitment Notice (to be posted on SONA) 

 

Study Name: Couple Conversations Study 2 

 

Description: This study will ask you to complete a few questionnaires about the conversations 

you have had with your romantic partner over the last week and some questions about your 

relationship. 

 

Eligibility Requirement: You must currently be in a romantic relationship. 

 

Risks: There are no risks in the current study. 

 

Duration and Locale: This online study will take approximately 15 minutes to complete. 

 

Compensation: You will receive 0.25% towards your course (PSYC 1001, 1002, 2001, 2002) 

for your time.  

 

Researchers: 

 

Marcus Hebert, Carleton University, Department of Psychology 

Email: marcushebert@cmail.carleton.ca 

 

Dr. Cheryl Harasymchuk (Faculty Supervisor), Carleton University, Department of Psychology 

Email: cheryl.harasymchuk@carleton.ca 

 

This study has been cleared by the Carleton University Research Ethics Board – B,  

 (CUREB-B Clearance #116899). 

    

During Covid, the Research Ethics Staff are working from home without access to their Carleton 

phone extensions. Accordingly, until staff return to campus, please contact them by email. If you 

have any ethical concerns with the study, please contact the Carleton University Research Ethics 

Board-B (via email at ethics@carleton.ca). 
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Appendix G 

Study 2 Informed Consent Form 

The purpose of an informed consent form is to ensure that you, as the participant, understand the 

purpose of the study as well as the nature of your involvement. The informed consent form 

should provide sufficient information such that you have the opportunity to determine whether or 

not you wish to participate in the study. 

 

Study Title: Couple Conversations Study 2 

 

This study has been cleared by the Carleton University Research Ethics Board – B,  

 (CUREB-B Clearance #116899). 

Date of ethics clearance: January 05, 2022 

Ethics Clearance for the Collection of Data Expires: January 31, 2023 

❑ Name and Contact Information of Researchers 

 

Marcus Hebert, Carleton University, Department of Psychology  

Email: marcushebert@cmail.carleton.ca 

Cheryl Harasymchuk, Carleton University, Department of Psychology  

Email: Cheryl.Harasymchuk@carleton.ca  

❑ Purpose 

The purpose of this study is to determine whether individual differences impact conversations 

between romantic partners. This study is being conducted under the supervision of Dr. Cheryl 

Harasymchuk (Associate Professor) in the Department of Psychology at Carleton University.  

If you agree to take part in the study, we will ask you to complete a demographic questionnaire, 

questions about your conversations with your romantic partner, and some questions about 

relationship quality and individual differences. This study will take place online, and will last 

approximately 15 minutes. 

Participants will be awarded with a credit raising 0.25% towards courses (PSYC1001, 

PSYC1002, PSYC2001, PSYC2002) after completing the study. There are no physical or 

psychological risks involved in this study. If you feel any discomfort while answering 

questionnaires or during your discussion, you may choose not to answer specific questions, and 

you will not be penalized in anyway. 

❑ Possible Benefits 

You will receive 0.25% credit for your participation. You will be compensated for withdrawing 

during the study.  
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❑ No Waiver of Your Rights 

By signing this form, you are not waiving any rights or releasing the researchers from any 

liability. 

❑ Withdrawing Procedure  

You can exit without penalty at any point in the study. Please note that you cannot withdraw 

after completing the study. 

❑ Confidentiality and anonymity 

Your data will be treated as confidential until credit is granted. You will not be able to withdraw 

your data after collection. After that point, we will anonymize the data (i.e., remove identifying 

information). The data will be downloaded from the Qualtrics account, and the data on Qualtrics 

will be deleted from the Qualtrics account once the study is complete. The downloaded data files 

from Qualtrics (i.e., containing your questionnaire responses) will be anonymized (i.e., no 

identifying information) and will be held indefinitely. Your data will be stored and protected by 

Qualtrics on Toronto-based servers but may be disclosed via a court order or data breach. The 

results of this study may be published or presented at an academic conference or meeting in 

aggregate form. After the study is completed, your de-identified data will be retained for future 

research use. 

❑ Ethics review 

This project was reviewed and cleared by the Carleton University Research Ethics Board B. 

During Covid, the Research Ethics Staff are working from home without access to their Carleton 

phone extensions. Accordingly, until staff return to campus, please contact them by email. If you 

have any ethical concerns with the study, please contact Carleton University Research Ethics 

Board (by email at ethics@carleton.ca).  

 

Consent: By clicking on the “I agree” button below, I acknowledge that I have read the 

description of the research and I understand the nature of the study. I understand that the data in 

this study will be used for research and application purposes. I understand that my participation 

is completely voluntary, and that all information given will be kept confidential. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I agree and wish to participate I do not wish to participate 
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Appendix H 

Study 2 Study Materials 

What is your gender? 

❑ Man 

❑ Woman 

❑ Transgender 

❑ Other _________________ 

What is your age? (in years) __ 

What is your current relationship status? 

❑ Single 

❑ Casually Dating (Not exclusive) 

❑ Seriously Involved (Exclusive) 

❑ Other (please specify) 

 

How long have you been in your current relationship (in months)? _______ 

 

What group do you most identify with? 

❑ White  

❑ Indigenous 

❑ Black 

❑ Middle Eastern 

❑ Asian 

❑ Other_____ 

5 Dimensions of Curiosity, Revised (5DCR) 

(Kashdan, et al., 2020) 

 

Below are statements people often use to describe themselves. Please use the scale below to 

indicate the degree to which these statements accurately describe you. There are no right or 

wrong answers.  

It is a Likert scale on a 7-point scale, ranging from 1 = does not describe me at all to 7= 

completely describe me) 

Joyous exploration 

 

1. I view challenging situations as an opportunity to grow and learn. 

2. I seek out situations where it is likely that I will have to think in depth about something. 

3. I enjoy learning about subjects that are unfamiliar to me. 

4. I find it fascinating to learn new information. 
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Deprivation sensitivity 

 

1. Thinking about solutions to difficult conceptual problems can keep me awake at night. 

2. I can spend hours on a single problem because I just can’t rest without knowing the 

answer 

3. I feel frustrated if I can’t figure out the solution to a problem, so I work even harder to 

solve it. 

4. I work relentlessly at problems that I feel must be solved. 

 

Stress Tolerance (entire subscale reverse-scored) 

1. The smallest doubt can stop me from seeking out new experiences. 

2. I cannot handle the stress that comes from entering uncertain situations. 

3. I find it hard to explore new places when I lack confidence in my abilities. 

4. It is difficult to concentrate when there is a possibility that I will be taken by surprise. 

 

Thrill Seeking 

1. Risk-taking is exciting to me. 

2. When I have free time, I want to do things that are a little scary. 

3. Creating an adventure as I go is much more appealing that a planned adventure. 

4. I prefer friends who are excitingly unpredictable. 

 

Social Curiosity: 

Overt Social Curiosity 

1. I ask a lot of questions to figure out what interest other people. 

2. When talking to someone who is excited, I am curious to find out why. 

3. When talking to someone, I try to discover interesting details about them. 

4. I like finding out why people behave the way they do. 

 

Covert Social Curiosity 

1. When other people are having a conversation, I like to find out what it’s about. 

2. When around other people, I like listening to their conversations. 
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3. When people quarrel, I like to know what’s going on. 

4. I seek out information about the private lives of people in my life 

 

Short Boredom Proneness Scale  

(Struk et al., 2017) 

Each statement is answered on a 7-point Likert-type scale (ranging from 1 = strongly disagree 

 to 7= strongly agree).  

 

9. I often find myself at “loose ends,” not knowing what to do. 

10. I find it hard to entertain myself. 

11. Many things I have to do are repetitive and monotonous 

12. It takes more stimulation to get me going than most people. 

13. I don’t feel motivated by most things that I do. 

14. In most situations, it is hard for me to find something to do to see to keep me interested. 

15. Much of the time, I just sit around doing nothing. 

16. Unless I am doing something exciting, even dangerous, I feel half-dead and dull 

 

Relationship Assessment Scale 

(Hendrick et al., 1988) 

 

Each statement is answered on a 7-point Likert-type scale (ranging from 1 = not at all to 5= 

Completely). Please consider your current relationship, then answer these questions: 

 

8. How well does your partner meet your needs? 

Not at all   1  2  3  4  5 Completely 

9. In general, how satisfied are you with your relationship? 

Not at all   1  2  3  4  5 Completely 

10. How good is your relationship compared to most? 

Not at all   1  2  3  4  5 Completely 

11. How often do you wish you hadn’t gotten into this relationship (Reverse-scored)? 

Not at all   1  2  3  4  5 Completely 

12. To what extent has your relationship met your original expectations? 

Not at all   1  2  3  4  5 Completely 

13. How much do you love your partner? 

Not at all   1  2  3  4  5 Completely 

14. How many problems are there in your relationship? (Reverse-Scored) 
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Not at all   1  2  3  4  5 Completely 

 

Conversation Strategies 

(Kashdan et al., 2011) 

 

Each statement is answered on a 5-point Likert-type scale (ranging from 1 = Never to 5= 

Always). Please consider the conversations you have had with your partner in the past week. 

How often did you use these conversation strategies?  

 

_____ injecting humour in a conversation 

_____ expressing interest in partner dialogue (being responsive, asking questions) 

_____ openly expressing feelings about the interaction 

_____ injecting new content into a conversation 

_____ acting in a playful, light-hearted way 

_____ acting in a provocative, surprising way 

 

Each statement is answered on a 5-point Likert-type scale (ranging from 1 = Never to 5= 

Always). Please consider the conversations you have had with your partner in the past week. 

How often did your partner use these conversation strategies? 

 

_____ injecting humour in a conversation 

_____ expressing interest in partner dialogue (being responsive, asking questions) 

_____ openly expressing feelings about the interaction 

_____ injecting new content into a conversation 

_____ acting in a playful, light-hearted way 

_____ acting in a provocative, surprising way 
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Relational Boredom Scale 

(Harasymchuk & Fehr, 2012) 

 

Please respond to the following statements in terms of how well they each characterize your 

relationship with your dating or marital partner. Write the number in the space provided using 

the following scale 

 

How well does each feature characterize your relationship with your dating or marital partner? 

_____ dull 

_____ full of surprises (Reverse-Scored) 

_____ sick and tired of your partner 

_____ there is a spark in the relationship (Reverse-Scored) 

_____ feel nothing 

_____ lots of fun (Reverse-Scored) 

_____ lack of conversation 

_____ interested in your partner (Reverse-Scored) 

_____feel unfulfilled in the relationship 

_____ feels like a chore 

_____ full of romance (Reverse-Scored) 

_____ Not sharing feelings with each other 

_____ feels like you want change 

_____ thrilling (Reverse-Scored) 

_____ exciting (Reverse-Scored) 

 

Perception of Partner Relational Boredom 

 

The single statement is answered on a 7-point Likert scale (ranging from 1 = not at all, to 7= 

completely). 

 

Please consider your current relationship, then answer the following statement: 
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_____   From your perspective, how bored is your romantic partner in your current relationship? 

 

Appendix I 

Study 2 Final Debriefing Form 

Name and Contact Information of Researchers: 

Marcus Hebert, Carleton University, Department of Psychology 

Email: marcushebert@cmail.carleton.ca 

 

Cheryl Harasymchuk, Carleton University, Department of Psychology 

Email: Cheryl.harasymchuk@carleton.ca 

❑ Project Title: Couple Conversations Study (Study 2) 

 

Project Sponsor and Funder  

None 

❑ Carleton University Project Clearance 

This study has been cleared by the Carleton University Research Ethics Board – B,  

 (CUREB-B Clearance #116899). 

Date of ethics clearance: January 5th, 2022 

Ethics Clearance for the Collection of Data Expires: January 31st 2023 

 

What are we trying to learn in this research and what did we do?  

 

In this research, we are examining whether curious people use more interest-generating 

conversational strategies with their romantic partner and are less bored in their relationships. 

Curious people were expected to use more conversational strategies to transform the 

conversation between partners to become more interesting, and that people who use interest-

generating conversation strategies are less bored in their relationship. 

 

Why is this important to scientists or the general public?  

 

This study is important in understanding the impact of being curious on romantic relationships. 

 

What are our hypotheses and predictions?  

 

We expect that curious people will use more conversational strategies with their romantic 

partner, and that interest-generating conversation strategies are associated with less relational 

boredom. 

 

Where can I learn more?  

 

Kashdan, T. B., McKnight, P. E., Fincham, F. D., & Rose, P. (2011). When curiosity breeds  
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intimacy: Taking advantage of intimacy opportunities and transforming boring 

conversations. Journal of Personality, 79(6), 1369-1402. 

 

Is there anything I can do if I found this experiment to be emotionally upsetting?  

 

Yes. If you feel any distress or anxiety after participating in this study, please feel free to contact 

the Carleton University Health and Counseling Services at: 613-520-6674, or the Distress Centre 

of Ottawa and Region at 613-238-3311 (http://www.dcottawa.on.ca).  

 

What if I have questions later?  

 

If you have any remaining concerns, questions, or comments about the experiment, please feel 

free to contact Marcus Hebert (Principal Investigator), at: marcushebert@cmail.carleton.ca. 

 

During Covid, the Research Ethics Staff are working from home without access to their Carleton 

phone extensions. Accordingly, until staff return to campus, please contact them by email. 

 

If you have any ethical concerns with the study, please contact the Carleton University Research 

Ethics Board-B (via email at ethics@carleton.ca). 
 

Thank you for participating in this research!  
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Appendix J 

Study 2 Ethics Clearance Form 
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